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The cryptocurrency mining industry is often inscrutable, mischaracterized, and, for lack of a better word, mysterious. Understanding 

of Bitcoins and cryptocurrencies, beyond vague generalities, is still far from mainstream consciousness. While recent years have 

brought an awareness of the existence of cryptocurrencies, there’s little to no conceptual understanding of the mining ecosystem 

and the technical framework upholding the cryptocurrency industry. However, the health of the network supporting Bitcoin, Bitcoin 

Cash, and other cryptocurrencies through mining is crucial. 

 

There’s considerable conversation surrounding the potential of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies as investment tools. Bitcoin’s 

valuation peak of late 2017 — when it reached its peak of approximately $20,000 per Bitcoin, from a few dollars a few years prior — 

established a mythos around Bitcoin as one of the world’s most lucrative investment tools. There has also been conversation 

surrounding the construction of a parallel �nancial system to buttress the cryptocurrency industry, use cryptocurrencies as 

payments, and as an anonymous and safe haven for value. However, there’s little attention paid to securing the underlying Bitcoin 

network through decentralized mining activities. 

 

Despite the sheer importance of Bitcoin mining, the activity poses serious questions, the answers to which remain elusive. Purveyors 

of Bitcoin — and the entire cryptocurrency ecosystem — yearn for decentralization, but the Bitcoin mining industry is still inscrutable, 

centralized, and its entrance is limited through gatekeeping and complexity. To achieve Bitcoin’s hallowed utopian vision of 

decentralization — espoused by the presumed founder Nakamoto — we must bring forth a greater awareness of the Bitcoin mining 

ecosystem. In fact, we must go beyond that and ensure a truly decentralized and accessible mining ecosystem — one without 

gatekeepers or complexity. 

 

As of now, Bitcoin mining can only be handled by experts with the technological capital and equipment to perform such strenuous 

activities. Furthermore, access to information is still limited. However, the cryptocurrency ecosystem can only achieve self-

su�ciency and mainstream acceptance if every single individual has the power to mine Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies without 

spearhead mainstream accessibility to Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash mining. 

 

and other cryptocurrencies. However, to bring that vision to fruition, we must work at establishing the systemic drive and 

architecture for that possibility. To understand cryptocurrencies, one must have the power to mine them individually. It’s like minting 

money, except we want every single individual to have the capacity to mint for themselves, without central governments, 

organizations, or other gatekeepers. 

 

realized that most people didn’t have the equipment, capability, or know-how to mine for themselves. It wasn’t enough to provide a 

safe space for mining, we had to create a system in which individuals could mine for cryptocurrencies from the comfort of their own 

homes, without investing in capital. If cryptocurrency is the fuel for an egalitarian and decentralized future, its access must be 

wrested away from the technically and �nancially endowed and distributed to the masses. 

 

Over the past years, we have worked tirelessly to envision a mining ecosystem that anyone can participate in, regardless of their 

intellectual, technical, �nancial, or social stature. We have also ramped up our understanding of the mining ecosystem. We have 

explored global locations to host miners, hardware procurement, power generation, mining farm architecture, and the complete 

economies of cryptomining in general. Having done that, we have leveraged all of our insight, conclusions, and revelations into a 

cryptocurrency platforms.
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capital investments or expertise. The need for a cryptocurrency mining architecture that facilitates that vision is imperative. House Mining

stands out in that narrow space — through in-depth research, calculation of trends, and innovation, House Mining is prepared to

At House Mining, we believe in a future in which nancial transactions occur in decentralized, open, and transparent ledgers like Bitcoin

Since the inception of our mining platform in 2019, we have worked hard to bring those ideals to fruition. We realized the mining
industry was in a state of ux the moment we rst hosted our pioneering miners in our facilities in Siberia. Furthermore, we also

 
singular and unique mining platform. As such, we have successfully stationed House Mining as one of the world’s foremost streamlined

House Mining Whitepaper
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Data is yet another fuel driving the cryptocurrency economy. The cryptocurrency industry relies on the virtual exchange of value 

traded in digital form. As such, participants in this economy depend on accurate and real-time information from a wide range of 

sources. Miners need access to binary and hexadecimal data, in the form of private keys, wallet addresses, network hashrate, coin 

velocity, and various other verticals and metrics. 

 

The transparent and objective provision and interpretation of valuable data sets is key to any successful cryptocurrency mining 

venture. Miners can extrapolate key information from such data, leveraging that information to successfully make fee estimations, 

investment strategies, trading decisions, mining decisions, hash rate decisions, and so much more. However, most cryptocurrency 

platforms o�er little to no actionable data and insight — a practice that �ies in the face of the crypto ecosystem’s much-vaunted 

promise of transparency and decentralization. 

 

allow miners to make important investment decisions for themselves. Our platform provides valuable data that gives all of our 

insights derived, calculated, and interpreted from big data. As such, our goal is to re�ne every aspect of the cryptocurrency mining 

business, including overclocking, coin selection, hardware optimization, temperature regulation, and so much more. Such 

transparency results in less downtime, greater e�ciencies, greater hashrate, and optimal pro�ts for the entire ecosystem. 

 

contract will also secure the monitoring and automatic validation of wallet addresses and accounts to negate delays in withdrawals. 

 

to that end, we are invested in securing the cryptocurrency economic ecosystem. And we recognize that the only way to secure our 

position within the ecosystem — and the ecosystem itself — is by providing the most bene�cial means for users to engage with the 

�nancial power, and ensure its �nancial longevity.
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House Mining intends to transform that landscape. We provide a wide range of analytical tools that provide accurate calculations and

miners the power to improve eciencies, turning potential loss-making operations into protable ventures. House Mining delivers valuable

From its inception, the House Mining ecosystem is supported by House Mining contracts that secure fast and cost-eective cryptocurrency

payments. The House Mining contract will release payments in Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash based on the terms of the contract. The House Mining

Furthermore, the House mining plans and referral systems will foster an ecosystem driving trust-less and capital-agnostic opportunities

to engage and invest in the House Mining crypto-mining ecosystem, with all the tools and insight necessary to make informed decisions.

Mining is undoubtedly a prot-driven venture. And House Mining makes no gestures towards seless social work. House Mining is a business, and,

like most businesses, our goal is to generate revenue in exchange for our services. However, House Mining is also in it for the long haul, and,

crypto-ecosystem. House Mining aims to be a mutually-benecial recourse to further the crypto-economy’s original promise, decentralize

CEO, House Mining

House Mining Whitepaper
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Cryptocurrency mining can only be sustainable in the longterm if it’s �nancially lucrative. However, the �nancial viability of mining 

depends entirely on minimizing operational costs while increasing output. Miners have to lower production costs, in the form of 

electricity, hardware costs, and other related costs, while increasing output against an ever-growing and competitive mining 

landscape. So, let’s examine all the �nancial challenges and burdens miners face in the current cryptocurrency economy. 

 

The days of mining with individual CPUs and GPUs is long gone. Thanks to increasing competition, the complexity of mining puzzles 

has increased, necessitating better and more powerful hardware, such as ASIC microchips. The cost of procuring and managing 

each cryptocurrency mining device can range in the thousands of dollars, and the cost is constantly rising with new innovations. 

 

Furthermore, the hardware cost is only a small fraction of the overall expenses involved in mining, since these devices are fairly 

power-intensive. According to 2019 estimates, the electricity draw of the entire Bitcoin mining industry is around 4.7GW. It was 

estimated that individual miners usually spend approximately 10% to 20% more on electricity, in addition to the power consumption 

for hashing and cooling. 

 

In addition to hardware costs and the corresponding power consumption, cryptocurrency mining also involves signi�cant cooling 

costs. Cooling energy refers to the power necessary to regulate the temperature of cryptomining infrastructure. Miners often 

attempt to minimize the cost of cooling while increasing output. However, that is a delicate balance because neglecting the need 

for cooling can lead to overheating and signi�cant downtime, which proves costlier in the long run. 

 

According to various studies, mining at retail electricity prices became untenable in 2018. Early in 2018, miners enjoyed up to 86% 

pro�ts at retail electricity prices. However, by the end of the year, the gap between pro�tability and the cost of electricity used to 

perform mining closed in September. Miners usually continue mining until they reach their break-even point. They must constantly 

monitor and improve their equipment to maximize revenue and stay competitive. However, once they start breaking even with the 

cost of running the equipment, most miners look for exit strategies, usually selling their mining equipment at a loss. 

 

Based on existing estimates, individual miners can only absorb the costs associated with mining if they procure enough devices to 

make the venture �nancially lucrative. Cryptocurrency mining is adversarial because the miners compete with each other to �nd 

blocks, while constantly adjusting their equipment to maximize e�ciency, replacing existing hardware with better hardware, while 

individual miners can carve a stake in mining without incurring any of those �nancial burdens. 

 

Miners are also faced with a signi�cant infrastructural challenge. Mining can only be �nancially lucrative if a miner has enough 

mining devices to absorb or o�set the cost of electricity and cooling. However, in addition to the �nancial challenge, there’s also a 

signi�cant infrastructural challenge going beyond the simple procurement of mining devices. That infrastructural challenge comes 

up in the form of real estate and cooling methods. 

 

Mining cryptocurrency necessitates that you run your machine 24/7 like a server, without any interruptions. Mining cryptocurrency 

from a home laptop or computer is simply not feasible in the current crypto landscape. That’s why most of the current crypto-mining 

activities occur in mining farms or large industrial data centers, whether they’re container-based or industrial data centers. 

 

In addition to �nding the right infrastructure, crypto-mining also requires cooling. Running multiple crypto-mining devices in full 

capacity 24/7 leads to signi�cant system heating, which can even lead to overheating and a collapse of the mining infrastructure. To 

that end, di�erent mining facilities use di�erent cooling methods to ensure the systems continue running without downtime. 

 

So far, there has been no comprehensive study or examination of the dangers associated with mining equipment. However, there 

have been several reports of mining equipment accidents and hazards. In 2014, for instance, untended mining equipment in a Bitcoin 

mining facility in Thailand caught �re, eventually destroying 2,000 mining rigs in one fell swoop. In 2018, the mining equipment in a 
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ensuring their operational costs don’t exceed the output. Cloud mining, as provided by House Mining, is the only lucrative means by which
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In lieu of concerted research and studies, we only have anecdotal and isolated reports to rely on. However, the anecdotal evidence is 

convincing enough to suggest that mining equipment, if left unattended and allowed to overheat, can shut down or even pose a 

safety hazard. Such dangers can devastate miners who rely on such equipment for their business. Furthermore, while large mining 

data centers can usually absorb the �nancial costs of such accidents, individual miners can’t recover from such �nancial 

devastation. 

 

Miners have to walk a delicate line. They must push their mining equipment to their limits to make a pro�t, or even to recoup the cost 

of operation. However, they can’t overclock their machines so much that they collapse or lead to a safety hazard. Overclocking, 

combined with the heat from GPUs and ASICs connected in parallel and run 24/7, and lack of e�ective cooling mechanisms, creates 

a dangerous situation ripe for �res. As such, overclocking can be just as costly, or even costlier, than underclocking. 

 

However, miners aren’t robots and they can’t stay rooted to their devices 24/7. Even miners need to lead their lives, sleep, and 

perform other activities. As such, individual miners often have a series of imperfect choices. They can leave their mining equipment 

unattended, risking a technical breakdown or �re hazards. Or they can power down their devices when they’re not around, which can 

lead to enough loss in revenues to drive them out of the business. Or they can physically attend to machinery 24/7, at great personal 

cost. And, �nally, they must hire labor to monitor the equipment when they’re not around, which is yet another �nancially draining 

expense that cuts into the pro�ts. 

 

As such, even if you get past all of the infrastructural and �nancial challenges, individual miners essentially work in an uneven playing 

�eld. All of these challenges point to how cryptomining, in its current state, isn’t suitable for individual miners working from the 

comfort of their own homes. However, these security challenges further highlight the importance of cloud mining as an alternative to 

individual CPU, GPU, or ASIC mining. 

 

data centers and mining farms. As such, the host mining facility or mining farm is responsible for all the capital costs, �nancial costs, 

electricity costs, security burdens, and infrastructural challenges. Meanwhile, individual miners can reap the rewards of mining 

without incurring any of the associated risks. 

 

Cloud mining, as provided by House Mining, allows individual miners to invest in remote mining rigs and infrastructure run by large mining

House Mining Whitepaper
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join a masternode while circumventing all of the problems laid out in the problem statement section above. 

 

 

 

All masternodes have a maturity time, i.e., a waiting period between the generation of the masternode to the rewards. However, 

stream of individuals entering and exiting the masternode stack, which ensures the masternode continues running without 

 

Furthermore, the rewards from the masternode are equitably, transparently, and immediately distributed the moment the 

account. The user then has the option to either withdraw the cryptocurrency into their crypto wallet, withdraw it in �at terms 

Mining Process
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House Mining was founded in 2016 with a unique goal — decentralizing and facilitating cryptomining for everyone without signicant

capital investments, while also acting as a streamlined cryptocurrency platform. House Mining is an online platform in which anyone can

House Mining provides one of the most streamlined and straightforward methods of cloud mining. Users don’t need to have cloud mining

House Mining uses an instant masternode to ensure you earn the rewards of your mining investment immediately. House Mining has a constant

interruptions. As such, House Mining can continue daily payos for all users.

masternode receives rewards. The moment the masternode earns rewards, they are proportionately distributed to the user’s House Mining

through crypto conversion, or invest the crypto rewards back into the system to generate more rewards. As such, House Mining

House Mining Whitepaper

House Mining Platform

We  designates  a  secure  wallet  and  uses  the  capital  generated  through  the  user’s  investment  to drive its  cryptomining activities in its
UK  facilities. The end-user receives regular cryptocurrency payos based on their initial investment.

architecture, devices, or even capital for investment. The users must purchase a cloud mining plan for Starter, Advance, Expert, and Custom.

exponentially, eventually becoming a platform for crypto wallets and cryptomining. We have successfully designed a robust cloud

mining architecture that allows individuals to invest in cryptomining without making any capital investments.

House Mining started  as  a  platform  for  a small group of individuals hosting miners in Uk  facilities.  However,  House Mining  has  grown

House   Mining  also  provides  one  of  the   world’s   foremost    and   most  advanced  mining  facilities in Uk.  Our  Uk  mining facility is

powered  by  cheap  yet  efficient  Uk  hydropower,  and  we have  on-site staff  members who  ensure there’s no downtime. House Mining
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Device Compatibility

 

Minimum Hashrate 

 

 

 

Payout Term

 

 

 

        Included 

 

Daily

 

 

 

        Included 

 

 

           Cryptocurrency:                                         h, and           

House Mining mining platform is accessible as an optimized web platform. You can access the House Mining dashboard through the web browser
in your smartphones, tablets, or computers. While we don’t currently have a House Mining Android & iOS smartphone app, we will soon
develop smartphone applications as the platform matures and grows.

Platform

Principal

House Mining Whitepaper

are working on  expanding our range to increase other cryptomining contracts as well. We will add more coins over time, dependent
 
on demand, market conditions, team credibility, evolving blockchain technology, user base, and many other factors. We may also
 
conduct community voting to gauge interest for other coins.

Please  note  that  all  of  our  cryptomining plans  are transparent  and  final with  no hidden  fees. The Custom  Mining Plan  includes

maintenance fees, which we use to cover operational costs, such as electricity, cooling costs, system costs, human resources for the

mining facilities, etc.

Advance Mining Plan

Contract Duration

Weekly

As of now, House Mining oers Starter Mining Plan, Advance Mining Plan, Expert Mining Plan, and Custom Mining Plan. However, we
 

Starter Mining Plan

 

 

 

Mining Plans

scrypt algorithm Miner SHA-256 Algorithm Miner

USDT (Trc20)Bitcoin

1.9% Daily

$110.00

2.5% Daily For 7 Days

$1,010.00

We accept payments in numerous forms.

Supported Payment Methods

https://t.me/louishousemining


individual miners. However, as our repertoire and suite of miners continued growing, we had to scale up our operations. In 2020, 

 

equipment, high-tech facilities, and on-site specialists and assistants to ensure optimal mining productivity with minimal downtime 

or lost resources. 

 

Throughout the operation of our mining facility, we’ve come to realize that mining infrastructure is a rare and valued commodity. 

Real estate for mining is severely lacking, and most people can’t engage in e�ective mining because they lack space and privacy for 

their mining equipment. Furthermore, as we explored in the problem statement, mining is an expensive and complicated activity, 

incurring high electricity and maintenance costs. 

 

To that end, we also allow independent miners access to our mining facilities as a mining hotel. Individual miners can pay for the real 

estate involved in accessing our premises, services, and energy capacities, in exchange for a quiet and cutting-edge mining facility. 

We also host miners from other overpacked mining farms and facilities. As such, if you have a mining operation but lack real estate, 

 

them, monitor their progress, and also handle cashout remotely. 

For our e�orts, we cover the cost of maintenance by charging a 0.75% fee from monthly user income on mining.

Mining Facility
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respects transparency and accountability. 

 

miners can communicate with their employers, colleagues, friends, and families. 

 

This allows us to guarantee 99.9% uptime. 

 

handle any issues that may come up, thus ensuring your miners are never interrupted. They are also expertly-trained to 

handle issues arising due to equipment malfunctions, assuring immediate assistance. 

 

Cyber Security: Security is of the utmost importance when it comes to cryptomining. To that end, we provide top-of-

the-line military-grade cybersecurity to ensure the funds remain safe. 

 

mining equipment malfunction, we have certi�ed repair experts who have been trained to �x the system immediately. 

 

theft, for the mining equipment and miners alike.

When House Mining first started its operations in 2019, House Mining provided only provided mining facilities with adequate energy coverage for

House Mining opened its doors to novice and professional miners from across the globe.

In addition to the mining facility, we also have a support sta on-premise. The House Mining support team is always available to provide

beginners and experts alike. House Mining also provides an online panel through which you can keep tabs on your miners. You can contact

access to our live cameras to ensure we have cutting-edge technologies and monitor our mining practices. House Mining

Online Panel: House Mining provides an online panel for all the miners we host in our facility. Through the online panel, the

On-Site Assistants: House Mining has on-site support staff and assistants. They are always available to provide assistance or

Certied Repair Specialists: House Mining uses top-of-the-line air cooling facilities and equipment. However, should one of the

Protection from Fire & Theft: At House Mining, we also provide insurance and protection against physical damage, res, and

House Mining Whitepaper

House  Mining Facility Features

you can send your miners to our mining facility in UK.

House Mining now provides cloud mining services to novice and expert users alike. House Mining provides some of the most advanced and high-

assistance or handle any issues that may come up, thus ensuring your miners are never interrupted. We oer cloud mining to

House Mining guarantees a stable power supply generated from a cheap yet clean Uk hydropower. This allows us to
 
guarantee 99.9% uptime
 

Uptime Guarantee: House Mining guarantees a stable power supply generated from a cheap yet clean Uk hydropower.

tech mining facilities that guarantee 99.9% uptime, powered by clean yet cheap Uk hydropower. We provide the mining

https://t.me/feraggni


Bitcoin  -  $6,741.78 (+1.71%)                          Ethereum  -  $157.11 (-1.12%)                          EOS  -  $2.45 (-0.54%)                          XRP  -  $0.184466 (-0.70%) ENG

Friday  
May 08, 202000:12:00

Dashboard Purchase Contract Wallet History Referrals Coupons Settings

Wallet

Account Statistics
Lorem Ipsum Dolor Sit Amet, Consetetur Sadipscing Elitr

Total

$7000.00

Bitcoin

1.000000000 $7 003.00

Bitcoin Cash
2.000000000 $500.00

Bitcoin Balance
Lorem Ipsum Dolor Sit Amet, Consetetur Sadipscing Elitr

10.00000414 BTC
$ 8,000.00

Receive Send

Bitcoin Address

3Gcmt9zKZSW88qmumsJmvtZosaZX�QJrw

Bitcoin

3Gcmt9zKZSW88qmumsJmvtZosaZX�QJrw

0.0000414 BTC

Bitcoin Cash

3Gcmt9zKZSW88qmumsJmvtZosaZX�QJrw

1.0200000 BCH
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Bitcoin
3Gcm….QJrw

Bitcoin Cash
3Gcm….QJrw

$ 12,000.00
Total balance

Send Receive 

Transaction

ID: 432422
-0.0000414 BTC

$7,003.00

House Mining accepts all form of cryptocurrency wallets for

all crypto payment. When you register your account

fill in your preferred payment system and proceed to register

House Mining Whitepaper

Crypto Wallets

Get Your First Mining
Output Today
Don't wrestle with rig assembly and hot, noisy miners at home.
We have the fastest bitcoin mining hardware running for you
already!
 
Your state-of-the-art mining hardware is already running!
Just choose your mining algorithm and get started in minutes.
 
You will get periodic Bitcoin Cloud Mining outputs to your
designated bitcoin wallet.
 
Tech gurus all over the world trust us. We have 99.97%
uptime and the best term.
 
Try our Bitcoin mining platform now!. .
 
AZIZ, Kashif Hamid, Dr. - CEO
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mining Technology
Since it’s now impossible to profitably mine Bitcoin with your computer, you’ll need specialized hardware.
 
House Mining provides modern, high-efficiency platform rental services for Bitcoin mining.
 
We are using the world’s best ASIC (Application-specific integrated circuit) and GPU (Graphics processing unit) machines to generate the best returns.
 
It is not necessary to buy expensive hardware and waste your time on setting it up. The mining rigs are already set up and running. We guarantee an
instant connection, access 24/7, operation without any interruptions, real-time mining monitoring, easy-to-use, and secure platform as well as daily
mining outputs.
 
 We have the fastest bitcoin mining hardware running for you already! Don't wrestle with rig assembly and hot, noisy miners at home.
 
Your state-of-the-art mining hardware is already running! Just choose your mining algorithm and get started in minutes.
 
Our platform is suitable for those who are new to the world of cryptocurrencies, as well as for experts and large-scale investors.
 
There are regular promotions in the purchase of the mining plan, or promotional codes to increase mining output.
 
We also have an Affiliate and Partner Program, through which you can get really attractive bonuses.
 
We have 99.97% uptime and the best term.
 
Get started with the House Mining platform now!
 
If you have any questions regarding our services or mining in general, contact our Live Support Center or check our
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FAQ - Frequently Asked Question

https://t.me/feraggni
https://house-mining.com/?a=faq
https://house-mining.com/?a=faq


problem statement delved on the roadblocks towards contemporary cryptocurrency mining, be it infrastructural, informational, 

�nancial, or a combination of them all. 

 

The features mentioned above highlight how we tackle most of those roadblocks. Our mining facility provides a�ordable real estate 

to miners who need access to cutting-edge industrial equipment that’s usually too expensive for most individuals. Our mining 

contract is an a�ordable means of gaining a stake in the mining masternode without purchasing mining equipment or gaining 

expertise. And our crypto wallets provide a streamlined means of storing cryptocurrencies or increasing your hashrates to further 

your rewards, without pumping more capital into the system. 

 

These features and methods signi�cantly lower the �nancial, informational, and infrastructural burden on the end-users. However, 
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Tier-2 or second level referrals are those 

referrer’s link. In that case, the �rst level 

referrer earns 5% commissions, and you 

Tier-3 or third level referrals are those who 

contract through the tier-2 referrer’s link. 

In that case, the �rst level referrer earns 

5% commissions, the second level referrer 

commissions on tier-3 referrals.

1 5% 2 3 1%

In our executive statement and problem statement, we placed considerable emphasis on House Mining’s objective to democratize

While that may not be a large amount, House Mining wants to ensure that cryptomining is an accessible activity to those who also lack the

That’s where our House Mining referral system comes into play. Through House Mining referrals, prospective users can generate enough funds to

House Mining has a three-level referral program. House Mining users can promote our platform to users and earn commissions o every user who

House Mining contract through the tier-1

invest in House Mining by purchasing a House Mining

House Mining Whitepaper

earn 2% commissions on tier-2 referrals. earns 2% commissions, and you earn 1%

2 %

cryptomining, wresting power away from industrial mining farms and placing them squarely in the hands of the individuals. Our

barest nancial capital.

finance their purchase of the mining contract without any capital investments.

don’t want to invest any of their original capital. It allows users to generate the seed capital through referrals, pump them into the

contract, and then continue pumping the rewards into the mining contract in a self-generating revenue cycle.

they still rely on preliminary capital investment for the mining contract because our contract’s minimum hashrate is 17.50 MH/s to $50.

purchases a House Mining contract, either through their direct, secondary, or tertiary links. The House Mining referral system is ideal for those who

House Mining offers onr time 5% referral Bonus

deposit to purchase mining contract

You are to get a 5% referral commission whenever
some that registered with your link makes their first

House Mining Referral Commission

https://t.me/louishousemining


 

 

new functionalities to o�er even greater customization and data.

Dashboard
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History:  

account with their current status — false, wait, or complete.

Referral Statistics:  
The referrals section of the dashboard provides a complete overview of your referral statistics, including your 

Coupons:  

Settings:  
You can modify your account’s security features and establish two-factor authentication, which is highly 

recommended.

Calculator:  
Users can also access the calculator to determine their payouts before selecting a hashrate.

Purchase Contract:  

increasing their prots from their House Mining contracts. We also provide sophisticated performance analysis tools for remote monitoring

House Mining dashboard accepts the following crypto payment system: BTC, BCH, ETH, LTC, TRON, and USDT.
For Fiat Currency : We only accept Perfect Money for now. Other payment system will be coming soon.

The House Mining dashboard also provides a complete history of all the cryptocurrency transactions made to and from your

 

House Mining Whitepaper

Payment System:

Features of House Mining Dashboard

provide real-time data processing tools and insights on hashing data to ensure each minder can make an informed decision,

and management. As such, our platform is ideal for new miners and experienced miners alike.

The House Mining dashboard is a streamlined platform in which you can purchase  House Mining Plans, or simply store your digital

House Mining’s dashboard provides a wide range of information and data necessary for potential miners to improve their eciencies. We

However, House Mining is constantly developing its dashboard to improve the user interface. We’re in the constant process of developing

Users can purchase Starter Mining Plan, Advance Mining Plan, Expert Mining Plan,
 
and Custom Mining Plan from the dashboard.

commissions

The House Mining dashboard includes a coupon generator  which gives every user a bonus during promo periods

details regarding your referral commissions, earning history, transaction history, settings, and more.
currencies in the BTC/USDT wallets. Our House Mining dashboard provides a comprehensive overview of your account, including

https://t.me/feraggni


failures, data-center failures, and network issues. 

 

We also use a modern microservice architecture that ensures the continuous delivery of large complex applications. This 

microservice architecture facilitates horizontal scaling, which is especially useful during peak times. Thanks to this architecture, the 

system is empowered to automatically scale up by adding more servers to the load balancer, ensuring optimal scalability without 

safety risks. Vertical scaling, in comparison, has signi�cant scalability restrictions. 

 

infrastructural developments. We gather crucial mining information, such as hash rate per GPU, temperatures, miner log archives, 

reboot rates, error logs, total GPU hash rate per mining rig, maximum potential overclock, and overclock information concerning fan 

speed, voltage, memory, and various other data sets. 

 

We use all of these data sets to ensure that we’re constantly improving our operational standards, ensuring safety while minimizing 

the risk of downtime. These data sets also allow us to identify the maximum overclock values for our mining rigs and equipment, 

ensuring that we stay within that limit. Our advanced data gathering and analysis tools and methodologies allow us to avoid system 

failures and overclocking hazards that most mining farms are susceptible to. 

 

Online security is crucial for all mining activities and facilities. We ensure that only our load balancer is exposed to the internet to 

minimize the risk of attack surfaces. We also implement multiple industrial-standard security protocols to minimize weak spots. 

Furthermore, all of our team members have been trained by professionals in the best security practices and standards, ensuring 

minimal human vulnerabilities. We also run periodic security audits to ensure all of our security protocols are working perfectly. 

 

 

separate �rewall network. As of now, AES-256 encryption is the most airtight security system because it uses 256-bit keys, as opposed 

to 128-bit or 192-bit keys. As such, it takes that much longer to crack the algorithm’s encryption, strengthening the data considerably. 

 

 

some key architectural di�erences necessitating unique software. Each masternode needs a �xed amount of coins as collateral to 

run, and each alt-coin or bitcoin needs a di�erent amount of collateral. When the collateral amount or reservation is achieved, the 

backend software automates the masternode building process, activating the masternode.

Security
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House Mining has been designed as a highly scalable mining platform that provides high-end services using cutting-edge computing

In addition to horizontal scaling and load-balanced microservice architecture, House Mining also uses intelligent data sets to avoid

overclocking and burning out the equipment. House Mining access data streams from miners connected to the system and complex

House Mining also uses cold-wallet storage, i.e., oline wallets, to minimize security threats. Cold wallets are currently the industry standard

because they’re the safest means of storing cryptocurrencies. All of our House Mining assets and prots are stored in oline wallets, so no
hackers can access them. Furthermore, we also have on-site protocols to protect oline wallets.

All of the data transferred to and from the House Mining platform are protected and secured with AES-256 encryption and placed in a

Most of the frontend and backend services on House Mining run independently, utilizing asynchronous messages for inter-service

House Mining Whitepaper

services. Our platform is load-balanced and decentralized with several nodes to minimize or negate downtime in the form of system

communication. This ensures optimal automation and speed as the system and network continue growing.

House Mining’s coins run on independent and dierent blockchain software. While dierent coins may be functionally similar, they have

https://t.me/feraggni


within the mining industry is crucial for any platform’s longterm sustenance and success. 

 

Most new blockchain platforms usually fail due to low user accessibility. According to ICO Rating, 64% of all ICOs in the third quarter 

acquisition skills, subpart marketing, or even poor infrastructure. 

 

 

 

Oftentimes, blockchain platforms focus so much on user acquisition that they ignore the logistical and infrastructural demands of 

the platform, leading to failure even if they have a successful ICO. According to research by Boston College in 2018, approximately 

55.8% of all blockchain-related startups fail within four months of their ICO. 

 

our platform. Furthermore, our existing connections within the mining industry and the introduction of partnership incentives will 

ensure community buy-in.
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of 2019 failed to complete crowdfunding. There are several reasons for a platform’s failure — insucient market interest, poor

House Mining intends to circumvent these issues and risks by focusing equally on the logistics, marketing, and technological architecture of

House Mining Whitepaper

House Mining Business Model

House Mining has fostered various mutually-benecial relationships with partners in the mining industry. Fostering helpful connections
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the referral link to draw more users gain to bene�t from generous 

 

 

already see the bene�ts of that system. The referral system is a win-win 

revenue through referrals, thus allowing them to participate in 

cryptomining without making signi�cant capital investments outright. 

 

representatives earn 7% commissions from the purchase of mining contracts. As such, more individuals are incentivized to join our 

community support in various languages.

maintenance fee in the form of a �xed 

cost within the mining contract. The 

maintenance fee will be used to fund 

operational costs, such as electricity, 

personnel, platform upkeep, air 

cooling, etc.

Maintenance Fee: Contract Fee: Withdrawal Fee: Hosting Fee:

Referral Commissions

Representative Commissions

Revenue Model

5%
1 Level

2%
2 Level

1%
3 Level

House Mining will charge a nominal House Mining will charge
outsourced miners who
intend to use House Mining’s mining

facilities and services for their
mining activities. We charge

As mentioned previously, House Mining has incentivized referrals. Users who use

world, with the sole intent of serving as customer support. While these representatives aren’t ocially connected to House Mining, they are

global team of representatives to access the commission benets. This allows House Mining to lower cost while providing global

House Mining Whitepaper

maintainace fee on the Custom
 

a 0.75% fee from monthly
user income on mining.

House Mining will charge a $500

 

incentivized to provide customer support and encourage individuals to purchase the mining contract.

the platform actively, allowing more individuals to access cryptomining, regardless of their nancial stature.

As such, House Mining has successfully incentivized the referrals system, and we

scenario because it gives potential House Mining users the chance to generate

House Mining has also supplemented referral commissions with representative commissions. House Mining will have representatives all over the

House Mining representatives receive higher commissions for their referrals. While regular direct referrals earn 5% commissions,

Furthermore, House Mining has incentivized funneling those referral commissions into the House Mining platform, thus increasing the

 likelihood of the commissions being used to fund even more mining contracts. This system incentivizes House Mining users to promote

All deposit and withdrawal fees are

Mining Plan

commissions.

 already incrussive
Withdrawal is instant
Deposit is instant

https://t.me/louishousemining
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Team

Patric Waters, COO

advised on several blockchain platforms and projects.

Mr. Waters has been a Bitcoin enthusiast since 

2005 when cryptocurrencies were but a germ of 

an idea. He’s an accomplished marketing expert 

who has been instrumental in implementing most 

appeal.

2016

2019

2017

2020  Q1

2020  Q2

This place has welcomed startups from the world of cryptocurrency, such as Ledger, the world leader in security on Blockchain.
 
Our platform is available online 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and allows you to invest,in cryptocurrencies*
 
We are the leading platform in London: we are pioneers on the market and are working to be among the first regulated providers of digital
 
assets in France, following the introduction of a regulatory framework in December 2019.
 
We attach great importance to compliance with anti-money laundering and anti-terrorist financing regulations and apply strict compliance
 
procedures to protect our clients and the markets.
 
Our individual and corporate clients have a House Mining account on the Internet with which they can carry out transactions alone
 
(purchase, sale, withdrawal, deposit, storage of encrypted funds) or with an advisor by subscribing to the Premium membership.

CEO

House Mining goes public.

House Mining establishes hotels and mining facilities for miners.

2020  Q3

Potential launch of the House Mining Android and iOS apps.

Potentially increasing the offerings of cryptocurrencies and mining contracts, and translating the website to
over 120 languages.

of the features that lend House Mining its mainstream

House Mining Whitepaper

History

2022  Q4

House Mining is a registered cryptocurrency mining company in Uk and Australia. Our platform is regulated by the Australian Securities

House Mining was established as a cryptocurrency mining company in early 2016, registered in Uk and Australia.

Launching the House Mining website with Advance Mining Plan  and Expert cloud mining plan.

Launching the House Mining website with Advance, Expert and Custom cloud mining plans

enthusiast since the very beginning of this industry,

having been enthralled by the original Bitcoin

Mr CRAWFORD and Victoria Ann is are  blockchain visionary
with an engineering degrees. They are a cryptocurrency

whitepaper. Prior to founding House Mining, he has formally

Mr CRAWFORD,Victoria Ann

https://t.me/feraggni


an overview of some of the potential risks.
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Groundbreaking Technology

examine the issue and work to rectify it immediately.

Protocol Risks

Decentralization

Mining Attacks

Physical Vulnerabilities

Pro�ts from cryptomining are stored in digital wallets or private vaults that can only be accessed through private keys.  

As such, loss of private keys results in the loss of tokens and funds. Furthermore, the private keys can also be lost or  

stolen, which can lead to loss of tokens, theft, or other actions from bad-faith actors. 

 

 

Like all blockchain platforms and all platforms in general, House Mining has some calculated risks in its mining platforms. The following is

The House Mining platform, including all of its features and speciation's, is based on new and uncharted technologies. Even

though House Mining has made all attempts to ensure the completion and implementation of our technologies, we can’t
control all external circumstances. Factors outside House Mining’s control may lead to functional or platform based issues,

The House Mining platform is based on the Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash protocols. As such, any malfunctioning or material issues

in the Bitcoin protocol may also adversely impact the House Mining platform. Even though Bitcoin is the most successful and

stable cryptocurrency, there’s an inherent risk in mining in general. The successful functioning of the House Mining platform is

dependent on the successful operation of the Bitcoin protocol and tokens.

House Mining strives to be a decentralized platform. However, aspects of our platform, such as cryptocurrency wallets, can’t

be feasibly decentralized. We use the industry best standards and security practices when securing wallets, using CCSC

(CryptoCurrencySecurity Standard), ASVS (OWASP Application Security Verication Standard). However, despite these

attempts, security breaches may potentially happen due to external reasons.

Decentralized cryptocurrency platforms are often at risk of mining attacks, such as race condition attacks, selsh

mining, 51% attacks, double spending, etc. All of these are attempts by specic groups of miners who try to manipulate

the system in their favor. Such mining attacks are beyond House Mining’s control. If such a mining attack occurs, you may

potentially experience loss of token transactions or loss of value.

You should also note that third-parties who gain access to your login credentials can potentially access all of your

cryptocurrency wallets and funds, misappropriating or stealing them. As such, you should change your login credentials

frequently and utilize two-factor authentication. House Mining will note be liable for any such loss of tokens. You must also be

wary of malware attacks, spoong attacks, denial of service attacks, and other such common exploitative practices.

Though House Mining uses the latest security protocols and 256-bit encryption standards, hackers may still interfere with the

House Mining platform’s functioning through malware, consensus-based attacks, smurng and spoong, Sybil attacks, etc.

Such mining attacks may lead to loss of tokens or private keys.

House Mining Whitepaper

delays, or functional glitches. Users are advised to contact customer support should any functional issues arise. We will
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In recent years, the cryptomining industry has become increasingly inaccessible to individual miners because of several reasons. 

Cryptomining is an extremely costly activity that necessitates the use of expensive mining rigs and equipment. In the initial years of 

cryptomining, individuals only needed access to CPUs and GPUs in their homes. However, with increasing capabilities, mining for 

blocks has become more challenging, necessitating the use of expensive ASIC chips and devices. 

 

 

In addition to infrastructural costs, current miners also have to bear other costs and burdens. Mining consumes a lot of energy 

because the mining equipment must run 24/7, consuming a lot of energy, which can drive up electricity costs. Furthermore, miners 

also need increasingly sophisticated cooling systems, such as air cooling, water cooling, or immersion cooling systems. All of these 

cooling systems further drive up electricity costs, equipment costs, and general maintenance costs. Furthermore, cooling rigs are 

necessary because they keep the mining equipment’s temperature regulated, preventing them from catching �re, breaking down, or 

leading to other such ine�ciencies. 

 

 

Even after all of these �nancial and infrastructural challenges, mining is also dangerous, hard to sustain individually, and includes 

informational roadblocks. The cryptocurrency ecosystem can only thrive if everyone has a stake in its infrastructure and feels 

empowered to deal with cryptocurrencies. However, mining and accessible cryptocurrencies currently are restricted to certain 

industrial hands and gatekeepers, which has centralized cryptocurrencies in governing bodies. Such centralized power belies the 

original intent of cryptocurrencies as a decentralizing �nancial agency. 
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House Mining was founded in 2016 as a response to all of these problems. House Mining is a cryptocurrency mining company that includes

cryptocurrency wallets and other cryptocurrency-related features. House Mining provides hotels for miners and LTC, BTC and BCH

cryptocurrency mining contracts for cloud mining.

House Mining has mining facilities in Siberia, powered by clean Siberian hydropower. We have sta members and certied repair experts

who host individual miners into our facilities, allowing them to access our mining equipment, electricity, and features, thus allowing

them to engage in cryptomining without capital investments.

cryptocurrencies. Users can purchase our mining contract, which gives them a share of our computational resources. We mine BTC, LTC

and BCH on the users’ behalf and transfer the returns to their House Mining account. As such, users gain returns from mining without doing

any of the grunt work. We receive a small percentage of the returns as commission.

House Mining also has several other features that ensure users can engage with cryptomining without  any seed capital. For example,

potential cryptominers can refer our platform to their networks, thus earning enough referral commissions to purchase a

capital investments and without incurring any of the nancial, infrastructural, or security risks.

House Mining Whitepaper

Additionally, House Mining also provides four basic cloud mining plans, though we intend to increase our offering of

cryptocurrency mining contract, the minimum value being $110. As such, House Mining allows users to engage in cloud mining without any
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Please read this disclaimer carefully. If you are in any doubt about any of the terms or information disclosed herein, please consult 

legal, �nancial, or other relevant professionals for clari�cation. 

 

including background information on its problem statement. This whitepaper is only meant for informational purposes and should 

not be held liable for any legal claims or disclaimers of future intent. 
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This is a technical whitepaper that intends to establish the current and future development of the House Mining platform’s service stack,

Please note that this whitepaper does not make any warranties, guarantees, or representations of the successful deployment or

implementation of the House Mining platform or its blockchain technology. All details regarding the product (House Mining platform) are subject

to change or modication.

The contents of this whitepaper, including the information and opinions held within this whitepaper, may not be used by any

individual to hold House Mining liable for any loss or damages. Furthermore, neither the contents of this whitepaper nor any future

discussions of this whitepaper can be deemed to be legally binding. House Mining has no responsibility to amend, update, or modify this

whitepaper should there be any changes, nor is it obliged to notify any individuals of any inaccuracies or false claims.

The House Mining platform and its mining contracts don’t represent or constitute any investment schemes, security schemes, business

trusts, or commodities in any jurisdiction. This whitepaper is not a prole statement, prospectus, or oering document to either

encourage sales, purchases, or investments.

House Mining Whitepaper
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